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Ep. #12322



Jennifer blasts her mother and announces that shes moving back to Europe. Later, Jennifer is shocked to run into Jordan, who apologizes for pushing her away and shows her annulment papers he and Rosanna had drawn up. Meanwhile, Barbara begs for Walkers forgiveness, but he refuses to give her a second chance. James is truly blindsided by the news of his transfer while Paul thoroughly enjoys watching his father squirm. James asks Rosanna if shes sure this is what she wants but Rosanna stands by Paul. Later, Barbara gets an audiocassette from James asking for her help. Back at Fairwinds, Paul, Rosanna, Jennifer and Jordan toast to finally being free, while James vows that its not over. Craig insists that Alan uttering his name as his final word means nothing. At Lucindas, Dusty and Craig continue to argue, with Lily defending Craig. After, Lily is forced to tell Sierra that it appears that Alan was behind Lucys kidnapping. Sierra refuses to believe it, but Lily explains that she saw a copy of Lucys trust agreement in Alans luggage. Later, Sierra finds all of the evidence Craig planted, as Lucy watches. Lucy returns to the main house with the evidence and tells Dusty he was wrong about Craig, going into her fathers arms. Doc rushes Jessica into the hospital. Ben arrives and gets the devastating news that Jessica has lost the baby. Ben and Jessica cry together over the loss of the child. Later, a surprisingly vulnerable Doc enters and comforts her. Meanwhile, Ben asks Walker to do a genetic work-up on the fetus to see if there were any problems they should take into account when trying again.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
11 August 2004, 14:00
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